PROJECT SOUTH KOREA – Geography 7
Rubric

Due Date: TBA

Create a power-point report consisting of at least one slide with the following requirements for success. Be sure to save your work in safe manner. Use a flash-drive or email to me or yourself. Make a four-slide-per-page printed copy for submission.

Slide: Your name, South Korea, class period

Map: Legible map of country

Flag: Picture of flag with historical meaning.

Currency: Picture of currency used with a short explanation of its history and use

Food: Pictures and descriptions of local foods

Culture: Description and pictures of local culture such as clothing worn and anything that makes your country unique from any other. Be sure to include a slide on Shintoism

Sports & Recreation: Pictures and descriptions of local and national sports as well as activities enjoyed by school aged children

Seoul: Show and describe city life in Seoul

Holidays: Pictures and descriptions of various holidays and special occasions enjoyed throughout the country

Famous People: Show a political figure, athlete, entertainer

Education: Description and pictures of educational requirements, laws, and other educational points of interest

Tourism: Description and pictures of any interesting places to visit

WWII: Describe South Korea’s involvement in WWII.

Folk Tales: Description of a South Korean legend or folk tale

Other: Be creative and use your skills to create the, “presentation wow factor”

Credits: Be sure to list as your credits any web sites or resources used for this project